Welcome back to AY2013/14 Semester 2! Hope that everyone is "charged up" and enjoy the new semester ahead!

- Diploma in Industrial & Operations Management  
- Oct 2013

Applications & Forms > Apply for new Non-MC LOA

Unable to Attend: Students are required to inform RP by indicating their absence from the UT 3 submitted to One-Stop Centre (OSC).

For absences due to other valid reasons, students are to apply for LOA online allowed to take Understanding Test 4 (UT 4).

Information about Leave of Absence (LOA)

Certification!

Let's cheer for this proud moment and wish Myo Kyaw All the best in his which is only one of its kind in Singapore.

Myo Kyaw is the first RP student to be enrolled in this prestigious course Engineering in Industrial and Systems Engineering!

6. Pow Liang Wei
4. LAI YANGSIYU

Diploma in SEG signed up and completed the training program on AUTOCAD days of AUTOCAD workshop conducted by a certified trainer from Autodesk.

This course would provide our students with the knowledge required to assess the conformance and performance of an organisation’s quality management system with the help of modern software tools.

Organised by 3DClassWorks.

Steven Ong, conducted the Certified Internal Auditing Course on 18-19 September. This is the first time that a certified internal auditing course is organised for students and a total of 33 students attended it.

Assessment in the quality management area.

It also provides a good background to their future career development in the quality management area.